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This time Mike is well known to everyone.

The quality of immortality!

Who can stop?

Even if Tiance Mansion sends out real powerhouses, there is no way to get rid of
them!

They are all investigating how Mike became such a strong man!

All countries in Morendam are beginning to have headaches.

Mike is all having a headache.

What should I do if my partner is up against each other?

But they didn’t know that Mike was a Lordpiece of the Lab of the Gods!

If you know you are going to be crazy!

…

Mike was upset that Ollie had not been killed.

In fact, for Richard, Levi is dying, it doesn’t matter whether his mother kills or not.

However, the fact that Mike could rescue people from his hands aroused his
attention.



Who is the one?

Tiance Mansion has been ruled out.

He can’t figure out who it is…

“But through analysis, this group knows a lot about pure energy bodies! Look at
the people they sent out to block them specifically for pure energy bodies!”

“There is still such a thing? But few people know pure energy bodies now, right?”

“What’s more, no one knows that Mike is a pure energy body, and no one knows
anything related to us,”

This made Richard deeply puzzled.

Is it the Bible organization?

But they have no reason!

I won’t try to save an old lady!

It doesn’t match their interests.

House thieves are hard to guard against.

He never expected that he would be the Fire Cloud Evil God!

…

In the dark palace of the Bible Organization.

“Now that the pure energy bodies of the Gods Lab are officially present, no one
has thought of a way to deal with them. They are immortal! No matter how strong
you are, you can’t kill them!”



Underworld God and others stood below and couldn’t help saying.

A mocking voice came from a distance: “That’s not strong enough!”

“Does the Dark God have a solution to the pure energy body?”

Everyone was shocked.

The Dark God sneered.

He ignored everyone and went to see the progress of Sarah.

As soon as I entered, a breath of death and terror came.

Obviously Sarah has reached an unprecedented level.

Next, Mike kept a low profile, and Tiance Mansion didn’t move, he was probably
studying how to deal with pure energy bodies.

Some time passed.

God of War Industry is developing vigorously with the support of all parties, and
the speed is comparable to that of a rocket.

Has long surpassed the scale of Shenlong Technology.

It is still accelerating.

And developed many weapons and advanced products.

Won more and more geniuses.

These geniuses actually have a lot of ideas, but the reality has too many
restrictions, funding, environment, and so on.

Prevent them from expressing the ideas in their minds.



But God of War Industry provides them with a stage.

To allow the ideas of these geniuses to be carried out, a scientific research plan
was proposed and realized…

The development speed of God of War Industry has surprised them all.

When the opponents react, I am afraid that God of War Industry has become a
follower.

Richard’s pure energy body developed rapidly and became more and more
mature.

The Logan and Mann family all succeeded, and none of them failed.

The later ones are better than Mike!

They have been secretly sent to Morendam by Richard one by one.

After all converging with Mike, he started to do big things.

As for Richard’s next laboratory plan:

Only to pursue the purest pure energy body-infinitely close to or even surpass
Wood Zhengjie!

…

Levi had no news.

He is still in retreat.

And the appearance of ancient racial forces around the world has become more
frequent.

They are still looking for token holders.



It’s just that the token holders disappeared, no trace at all.

Even if Huoyun Cthulhu actively searched for it, there was no trace.

…

Finally, all the pure energy bodies of Logan and Mann’s family gathered together.

This made Doug and other old people excited.

Their children and grandchildren are back.

As everyone knows, none of these standing in front of them can be called human
beings.

A group of monsters!
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The gathering of this group is a disaster.

One Mike turned the Great Xia upside down.

Even if the strong Tiance Mansion was sent out later, he couldn’t help but Mike
withdrew by himself.

Now a group of pure energy bodies.

And one is better than one.

What kind of disaster it will be together.

After Nick and others obtained such a strong power, they could not wait to show
it.

They want to have control and high status more than ordinary people.



“According to Mr. Richard’s plan, those of us need to be king and hegemony
everywhere in Morendam!

Let’s do it in two groups, one area in each group!

Once you encounter an unmatched strong, send a signal, and immediately
support you nearby! If the other party is too strong, we all gather together! “

Nick, the strongest among them, quickly arranged a plan.

Every two people set off to various places in Morendam.

Soon, a few days later, something like this appeared in various places in
Morendam: A mysterious strong appeared! Start a massacre and suppress a
strong person!

These mysterious powerhouses are too powerful.

No one can beat it at all.

They control one force after another, and all organizations are under control.

Anyone who does not surrender will be slaughtered.

The guards arranged by Tiance Mansion and Bass Guard were all destroyed.

None of them were left.

It seems that as soon as these mysterious powerhouses appear, they are
directed at the guardians.

All over the place exploded for a while.

That is, the situation that occurred in Jiangbei some time ago has been staged in
various regions.



According to the news that came out, these mysterious powerhouses are very
similar to Mike.

Their methods are almost the same.

Soon the conclusion came out-there were more than one weird powerhouse like
Mike, but dozens of them!

And scattered all over Morendam!

Dozens of powerhouses like Mike have a headache to think about!

One is enough!

It was Tiance Mansion who sent three top powerhouses to expel them!

Now dozens…

How to do?

Where did this group of people come from?

Investigate soon!

This investigation shocked all parties.

Because these dozens of people are related to the Logan and Mann family in
Jiangbei.

Among them are Mike’s brother, son, niece and so on.

They were all the people who fled from the Great Xia crisis and were finally
exiled by the Eagle Nation.

Finally, they could not enter because of the ban.



But what have they experienced now?

How did they become so strong one by one?

There are also organized and premeditated riots all over Morendam.

Killed so many powerful…

unusual!

This caused Colin and Tiance Mansion a headache.

A Mike let them know what the trouble is.

Dozens now…

unimaginable!

They have been checking Mike during this period, but they couldn’t find anything.

After being expelled, Mike disappeared out of thin air and reappeared out of thin
air.

It seems that no one is in control.

But now dozens of people appear.

It is obvious that someone is in charge behind it.

“How to do?”

Representatives of Tiance Mansion discussed countermeasures with
representatives of Colin.



“Obviously they are doing this now, there must be a plan! If we directly suppress
it by force! Then we need Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan to send more and
stronger people to suppress it!”

“And according to the information we got, Mike seems to be the weakest among
these dozens of people! The strong is like a cloud! Not to mention dealing with all
of them, just dealing with a few!”

…

“Then what should I do?”

The representative of Tiance Mansion asked.

“I think we should negotiate! First figure out their intentions and don’t go to war
blindly!”

“Yes, a peaceful solution is the best! After all, they used to be Morendam people!
We try our best to satisfy what they want!”

“If these people are used by us, so much the better!”

…

In the end, Colin and Tiance Mansion sent envoys to negotiate with Nick.

Temporarily subdue to them!
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Nick and others all smiled after seeing the negotiator.

He can’t imagine.

One day Morendam’s strongest ancient martial arts organization actually
convinced them and came to negotiate!

How miserable he was!

In Jiangbei, he has been humbling and being bullied.

In the end, he was banished, even without identity, Morendam couldn’t return.

Now Morendam’s strongest organization has come to him for negotiation.

This sense of accomplishment is simply taking off.

It is no exaggeration to say that people like Nick are now in the form of one
person and one country.

This is the splendid wealth that Richard gave them!

And Richard also said that they can be made stronger!

“Negotiating? What to talk about?”

Nick sneered.

He is full of confidence now!

“Everything is easy to talk about! What’s more, you were all from Morendam
before, and now you have learned a skill. How good is it for Morendam!”

“Presumably you and Morendam have no grudges? Why kill them for no
reason?”



The negotiator wants a peaceful settlement.

“No hatred? Haha… How did you do when we were exiled? They also set a
special ban! Don’t let them in!”

“Every one of Morendam is our enemy!”

Nick sneered.

“Negotiate a hammer with this group of people! Don’t you know what’s going on?
The ban imposed by the Lord at the time was to prevent your trash from entering
the summer!”

Levi’s apprentice Xiao Feng and others scolded angrily.

They were also selected into the negotiating team.

Several people firmly do not advocate peaceful negotiations with these
miscellaneous pieces.

Even want to drive these people out.

“Hahaha… is it the ban? Why did we come in if we were not allowed to enter
Morendam?”

“Explain that these bans are for the weak! It’s useless for us! The ban can’t stop
us! No matter how you keep it, it won’t work! Now you are still scornful and come
to reconcile with us? How ridiculous!”

…

Facing the arrogance of Nick.

Everyone can’t refute it yet.

Now I can’t stop them at all.



Don’t talk about a group of people, even a single person is struggling.

They are already threatening to this point.

Colin and Tiance Mansion had to negotiate with them first.

“By the way, Levi made the ban? Now we have violated the ban and came to
Morendam! Where are the people? Come to expel us? Come and kill us!”

Nick laughed out loud.

Others cooperated with him: “Levi is afraid that he won’t be able to come. He
died a long time ago, and even the body was dissolved by others!”

“Hahahaha…”

Nick laughed wildly.

The laughter irritated Xiao Feng and others fiercely.

They clenched their fists and wanted to fight with Nick!

But they know how to fight!

At first, even Mike couldn’t fight it alone!

“Are you Levi’s apprentices? Levi has no bones left, so you should enforce the
ban! Come on, expel us, kill us!”

Nick deliberately provoked.

Xiao Feng and the others were going crazy.

Even if they die, they have to fight.



The rest of the negotiators hurriedly held them down: “No! Now they say you
have to endure everything! You will not do any good, you will only sacrifice in
vain, and it will easily make things worse!”

For the sake of the overall situation, Xiao Feng and the others endured it.

They only hate that they are not strong enough.

If it is strong, can you still allow Nick these chores to be wild here?

“It seems that Levi’s apprentices are all rubbish, really embarrassing Levi!”

Nick smiled and said, “Aren’t you going to negotiate? Let the apprentices of Levi
kowtow to us first!”

“Then condition two cancels the ban under Levi!”

The others all sneered and said, “Yeah, Levi’s ban has no bones left! It can’t be
implemented, so what are you still doing?”

…

“You wait! What if the Lord is alive!”
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Xiao Feng shouted a few people reluctantly.

Although they knew it was impossible.

Levi appeared alive early.

Why bother to now?

This can only be regarded as a kind of hope, as a motivation for everyone to
move forward.



How much they hope that Levi is still there, do these people dare to be arrogant?

“Levi, right? Don’t say that he is dead, even if he is alive? What about me now,
do you think I am afraid of him?”

Nick sneered.

Everyone was silent.

Yup!

Levi became Morendam’s savior time and time again, so he became an
omnipotent existence in everyone’s subconscious mind.

But after another thought, what about Levi even if he was alive?

In the impression left to everyone, Levi and Commoner Killing God are of the
same level.

But Commoner Killing God was rubbed against the ground by Mike.

Nick these people are stronger than Mike!

What did Levi use to fight them?

…

Nick sneered: “We hope that Levi is alive! Then we killed him personally, plucked
his skin, and swelled him! Let him die without a whole body…”

At the beginning, Richard told them whether he wanted to get Levi’s revenge, but
when they became a strong man, Levi died.

Everyone is depressed about this.

“you guys…”



Xiao Feng and the others are going to explode.

“Satisfy these two conditions first, and then negotiate with us! Otherwise, you
know the consequences…”

“I can’t understand Levi’s apprentices, so they all kneel and kowtow to me! Hurry
up! Otherwise, there is no discussion about this matter!”

Nick was arrogant.

They have to watch Xiao Feng and the others kneel on the ground and kowtow to
be satisfied in their hearts.

Other negotiators discussed with Xiao Feng and several others: “You…you
should kneel next time, for peace! For Great Xia!”

Xiao Feng and the others became more and more annoyed: “We are not afraid of
death for the sake of Morendam! But we can’t do it if we kneel to these
gangsters!”

“What’s more, you have to understand! If the second condition is agreed, once
the ban is lifted, which garbage will enter Morendam first! Will there be
consequences for Morendam then?”

“Yes, not to mention that after the ban is lifted, it will have a great impact on
Morendam’s reputation! We will say that we are counseled, we have
succumbed!”

“Is this what you want to see?”

…

When Xiao Feng and others said, all the negotiators were silent.

They just want a peaceful solution, but they don’t want problems in Morendam.



“Don’t you kneel? Then get out!”

The negotiating team was driven out.

They have to go back to discuss this matter again.

The first condition seemed to them to be satisfied.

When the time comes, just order Xiao Feng and the others to kneel down.

But the second abolition of the ban is difficult.

…

Next, Nick and others still went their own way.

Continue to start their pace of conquest.

The surrender accepts!

Kill those who refuse!

A famous expert in Morendam is going to challenge!

Including those on the sky list, they all lost.

In the end, the three powerhouses of Tiance Mansion, the Lord of Sarah’s trio,
also came to challenge them!

On the one hand, they are so angry!

On the one hand, Tiance Mansion wanted to explore the strength of a new batch
of pure energy bodies!

Last time they suppressed Mike and let Mike escape.



But after facing Nick this time, he lost!

They lost!

If it weren’t for escaping fast, Nick would have to die.

This is cruel news for Morendam and the world.

Nick and others have reached the point where they cannot be stopped.

There was no way in the big summer rankings, and the three Lords of Tiance
Mansion also lost.

Who can stop them?

This group of monsters wants to unite, who can stop it?

This group of people has become a disaster.

A serious threat to Morendam.

Richard’s goal was achieved.

Just to force Da Xia like this, show their hole cards.

“Nick should do this next…”

Richard has given everyone a new task!
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“Press Tiance Mansion and let them hand over Levi’s children!”

“Talk to them and hand over Levi’s child, and you will immediately quit
Morendam!”

This is a new task under Richard.

At the beginning, Junjun’s talents are well known all over the world.

Even the core executives of the Gods Lab are very concerned.

They also want Jun Jun.

There is even a core high-level person who said such a sentence: Having such a
genius is likely to affect everyone’s layout.

And if the opponent is forced to hand over the king, it is equivalent to the
opponent’s submission.

That way, Morendam’s international reputation would plummet, and everyone
would be ridiculed.

This is what Richard wants!

…

In front of Tiance Mansion Tianji Pavilion.

Several people stand.

These are all the gods of Tiance Mansion.

Responsible for the main matters of Tiance Mansion.

Especially when the helm of Tiance Mansion and other high-level retreats, Tiance
Mansion was taken care of by them.



Now they come to ask Tianji Pavilion Nick about the history of these people and
so on.

A voice came from the attic of Tianji Pavilion: “Nick and other thirty-seven people
came from the laboratories of the gods. It was Richard who restored Wood
Zhengjie’s experiment! These people are called pure energy bodies. To put it
bluntly, they have no fixed body, so they don’t die. Extinction…”

“Thank you, we know! It’s Richard’s conspiracy! These people are exiled by the
world, and no country recognizes their status! It happened that Richard used
them to deal with Da Xia, to test our trump cards!”

Several gods have reacted one after another.

A voice came from the Tianji attic: “In the past hundreds or even hundreds of
years, you only thought about the mission of guardianship! In fact, you are
standing still and isolated from the world! However, secret organizations in other
places have long been laying out, even laying out several It’s been a hundred
years.

For example, the laboratories of the gods have been in the layout for a long time,
and their appetite is the entire Morendam. I’ve been thinking about how to target
the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan for a long time. This is what they are
testing your hole cards! This layout heuristic has been done a lot! Your reaction is
too slow! “

“Really! Your Tiance Mansion is not as good as Levi!”

Hearing such accusations, the great gods will be very angry, but helpless.

Not to mention the seniority of these old guys in Tianji Pavilion, they are even
better than the other.

But they are not convinced!

What kind of existence is Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan?



No matter how great Levi was, in their eyes, he was only born in Garrison Luzi.

Are they not as good as Levi?

Isn’t this a bullshit?

After the few great gods left, they immediately discussed: “So, these people are
just to detect our hole cards?”

“As long as we send one, it is equivalent to exposing to the laboratory of the
gods?”

“But the more so, the less we can expose our hole cards!”

…

Dozens of Nick were rampant in Morendam, and no one could stop him.

The second negotiation between Colin and Tiance Mansion had begun.

This time it was Nick who asked for it on their own initiative.

Colin thought that Tiance Mansion would not agree.

Unexpectedly, Tiance Mansion agreed.

And claimed that Nick’s first and second conditions can be agreed.

The first condition doesn’t matter, it is to make Xiao Feng and the others kneel.

The second condition claims to be proposed by Levi, and it will not affect
Morendam’s reputation.

And after so long, the ban is already a display.

So it can be cancelled.



Everyone understands that since defeating the top three Lords of Tianbang and
Tiance Mansion.

They are more confident.

…

The negotiating team met with Nick again.

“The first two conditions are met! Then we will hand over Levi’s children, and we
will quit Morendam immediately! Otherwise, don’t blame us for being cruel! No
one in Morendam can stop us?”

Nick directly put forward the conditions.
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As soon as this condition came out, Xiao Feng and the others exploded even
more.

Still want to take away the little sister?

impossible!

Everyone has to work hard!

However, others contacted Tiance Mansion for the first time.

The news reached the god general of Tiance Mansion for the first time.

It also reached the ears of several teachers who instructed Junjun.

The teachers who have instructed Junjun have a lot of background, and they are
older than a few gods in terms of qualifications.



In addition, the Lords of Junjun are one from Tiance Mansion and one from each
branch of the Baolong clan.

Everyone is super powerful.

It is much higher than the Lord of Sarah and the three of them.

After all, Jun Jun is the most talented one.

It can even be said to be the future cornerstone of the Baolong clan in Tiance
Mansion.

That is the seedling that guards the future of Morendam!

Too important!

So Junjun’s Lords are terrifying!

Put it this way…

In the mysterious Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan.

No one dared to provoke Junjun, the only outsider.

Just because Junjun’s Lords are too terrifying, and their status is too high and too
high!

Can’t afford it!!!

Jun Jun is everyone’s little ancestor!

Hearing that Nick and their negotiating terms were to hand over Jun Jun, the
Lords of Jun Jun were angry!

“It turned your back! Who would dare to agree to this condition??”



This is a female Lord of Jun Jun, who also came from Tiance Mansion.

It is said that she and the old guys in Tianji Pavilion are of the same generation
and equally mysterious.

She rushed directly in front of the great gods and generals of Tiance Mansion
and angrily: “That shameless dare to beat my disciple’s idea???”

The great gods will be frightened.

“There are so many Lords in Tiance Mansion who just send out a few, don’t you
just solve some of the waste? I have to hand over my apprentice? What do you
think???? My dignified Tiance Mansion needs to negotiate with people?”

Lord Junjun roared.

The whole area is like an earthquake.

The great gods are trembling…

“Senior, we haven’t agreed yet! And our Tiance Mansion has not acted because
of the overall situation! Now the Gods Laboratory is using these pure energy
bodies to test our Tiance Mansion’s trump cards! They are experimenting with
the gods. Room layout…”

“We didn’t plan to hand over Junjun, we were just thinking of a way to get the
best of both worlds! Temporary tolerance is for future counterattack!”

…

Everyone began to explain.

“The significance of the existence of Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan is not
only to save Morendam in the most critical moment, but also to maintain
Morendam’s reputation and dignity! Understand?”



“Well, you don’t have to worry about this matter, I will handle it!”

The female Lord Junjun slammed the door and left.

“what???”

The great gods will be stunned.

“If you let this Revered ancestor go out, it won’t be a big deal?”

“But do you dare to stop it? Who can stop what she decides? Even if she is
handsome, isn’t it?”

…

The great gods wanted to chase them, but they didn’t dare to chase them. For a
while, they froze in place and didn’t know what to do.

…

The place of negotiation is in the capital.

Nick gathered all the pure energy bodies here.

Only gathering together can give Tiance Mansion the greatest pressure.

In fact, it is not necessary to have a king, this is Richard’s trick to anger Tiance
Mansion.

He was forcing Tiance Mansion to do something.

…

“How? What about your decision? We can’t wait too long!”

Nick urged.



The negotiation team is still waiting for news.

“Please wait, we have posted the news! The news will come soon!”

The crowd trembled.

…

Nick and others wanted to laugh.

They would actually push Da Xia like this one day.

Cool!

“boom!!!”

At this moment, the door broke and the house collapsed.

“Which bastards had the idea of   hitting my disciple?”

The voice came like a billowing thunder.

Junjun’s domineering female Lord is here!


